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Soggy Homecoming still just as sweet
Bleacher accident
can’t slow pep rally,
bonfire Friday night
By Erica Cusumano
Staff writer

The safety of the bonfire was not the
only thing pep rally attendants and organizers should have been worried about on
Friday night.
The bleachers on the north side of the
basketball courts across Fourth Street from
Taylor Hall, which were reserved for parents and family members, collapsed
halfway through the pep rally. Two people
were treated by rescue workers at the scene.
The injuries were not serious. One man
who had a previously broken foot reinjured it when the bleachers fell, and
another woman received an ankle injury.
Those injured and rescue workers did not
comment. Names could not be released.
About 30 people were sitting on the
bleachers when they collapsed. The pep
rally was stopped once the bleachers fell,
but was resumed about 10 minutes after
the commotion.
The majority of those in attendance at
the pep rally were members of fraternities,
sororities and athletic teams.
The pep rally started off with the “Star
Spangled Banner” and led into various performances by the Pink Panthers, cheerleaders, band and football players.
Despite the fact that the cheerleaders
had minor difficulties and kept dropping
women during the extensions, the night’s
festivities put people in high spirits for the
busy weekend ahead.
Coach Bob Spoo spoke to the crowd to
encourage everyone to come out to the
game and support the teams.
“Give us everything you’ve got,” he said.
The football players performed a dance
with the Pink Panthers.
See PEP RALLY Page 6

Colin McAuliffe/Staff photographer

The Eastern cheerleaders inspire the crowd at the pep rally on the basketball courts across Fourth Street from Taylor Hall Friday night. The wet
conditions caused some slipups on their moves, but the crowd cheered nonetheless.

Weekend downpour clears 3 inches
By Jessica Danielewicz
Campus editor

Total rainfall for Saturday was 3.14 inches, which is ordinarily the average rainfall for
the entire month of October, Dalias Price,
local weather observer, said.
“Most of it came down later in the night,
but it rained off and on until the (football)
game and then it really came down,” he said.
On Oct. 5, 2000, 3.63 inches of rain fell,
and that was the last time that much rain fell
all in one day, Price said. It is probable that
the record for the most rain in October,
which is 7.94 inches, set in 1949, will be broken since this month is only half over, he

said.
“The probabilities are that we will break
that all-time record,” Price said. “October
does produce rainfall.”
With that much rain, problems with
flooding were inevitable. Carol Strode, interim director of Facilities Planning and
Management, said there were no major
emergencies, and that minor problems were
fixed quickly.
“I don’t think it caused any major damage
at all,” she said.
Strode said she had been informed of an
elevator in Carman Hall that was leaking,
and said that was caused when water got in
through the machine room on the top floor

of the building.
Drainage got backed up from the amount
of rain that fell — when the ground floods
so much, water gets into weird places, Strode
said. Most of the time, the drainage system
takes care of the problem.
The average rainfall for this point in
October is just under an inch and a half,
Price said.
“That was an amazing storm system that
went through and it extended so long,” he
said. “It was traveling south to north rather
than east to west.”
Price added that there will be cooler
weather this week, “more like October
weather.”

Conversation, music and
food all a part of Tent City
By Rachel Sefton
Staff writer

Dorothy Fern Provines graduated in
1942, and every year since, she has come
back to Eastern for Homecoming Weekend.
This year marked Provines’ 64th time she
has attended Homecoming events. Jim
Schnorf, vice president of the Alumni
Association, said that Provines has set a
record for the most consecutive years an
alumni has attended Homecoming.
“I like the atmosphere,” Provines said. “I
usually see a few people I went to school
with. It’s just a day out on the campus.”
Provines received her bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in business education.
This year’s Homecoming events includ-

ed Tent City, a place where students, faculty
and alumni could reunite and reflect on their
Eastern experiences.
Each tent had different activities and free
food. The College of Arts and Humanities
had its traditional beans-in-a-barrel, cornbread and apple cider over the fire.
Lumpkin Hall’s tent offered entertainment with the Miscellaneous Three-Man
Band. All members are Eastern alumni from
Newman. Steve Allen, Joel Hoel and Jackie
Joines performed songs such as “Blue
Moon” and Lee Greenwood’s “Proud to be
an American.”
Joines, development officer for Lumpkin
Hall, was not originally a band member but
See TENT CITY Page 6
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Debbie Kidwell, left, an academic advisor, exchanges a balloon with Karla Sanders, director of
the Center for Academic Support and Achievement, at Tent City on Saturday before the football
game.
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Eastern Eastern to host teleconference four-day
News
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By Dennis Malak
Staff writer

For the first time ever, Eastern
will host a leadership teleconference focusing on survival in today’s
stormy business climate, and the
deadline for registration is Oct. 26.
The Worldwide Lessons in
Leadership Series teleconference,
titled “The New Leadership
Challenge: Teaming Principles
with Practice in a Time of
Change,” will be held from 9 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Nov. 7 in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
“The program will focus on
issues such as attracting and keeping your top employees during
economic upheaval, developing
leadership skills at every level of
your organization and competing

in a changing global economy,”
Ke’an Rogers, an Eastern publicity
promotion specialist, said.
Rogers said the teleconference
will feature best-selling business
authors Stephen Covey, best
known for his book “The 7 Habits
of Highly Effective People;” Tom
Peters, author of “In Search of
Excellence;” and Ken Blanchard,
known for his books “One Minute
Manager” and “Raving Fans”
among others.
Question and answer sessions
with two “Fortune” magazine
executive panels will take place for
the first time in the event’s six-year
history, Rogers said.
She said these panels will
include Michael Dell, the founder,
chairman and CEO of Dell
Computer; Gordan Bethune,
chairman
and
CEO
of
Continental Airlines; Jeffery

Immelt, president and chairmanelect of General Electric and many
others.
“Lessons in Leadership teleconference is designed to build
leadership qualities in everyone
who attends, regardless of job title
or organizational level,” Rogers
said.
Practical tools, a new level of
commitment, understanding and
long term values are other skills
people can obtain from attending
this teleconference, she said.
Rogers said anyone who wants
to “get ideas that you can use to
take on today’s toughest issues”
should attend the conference.
The event is open to all students, faculty and staff. The registration fee is $189 per person.
For more information or for a
detailed brochure, contact the
radio and TV center at 581-5956.
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Taking cover
Eastern football fans take shelter under their umbrellas at the Homecoming game Saturday afternoon.

AB debates ‘unexpected expenses’
By Jamie Fetty

Student government editor

What University Board has
termed “unexpected expenses” stemming from Family Weekend’s
Cirque Eos performance forced
them to ask for $6,500 from the
Apportionment Board.
UB Vice Chair Caleb Judy said
$5,000 of that money goes toward
sound and lighting for the production.
“We’ve never done a circus
before,” Judy said. “We did our budget based on those for comedy and
concerts and stuff.”
The other $1,500 covers advertising in surrounding towns like
Terre Haute, Judy said.
Both AB and the Student Senate
split the proposal into $5,000 and

$1,500, voted upon separately. AB
passed both parts, said Jen
Fanthorpe, student vice president for
financial affairs and AB chair.
“The vote wasn’t even close,”
Fanthorpe said.
The senate passed only the
$5,000 resolution. UB will still get
the $1,500, but it will be responsible
for paying it back, while the $5,000
is a gift, Fanthorpe said. Judy said
UB is already $16,000 in debt to AB
from a $20,000 loan a few years ago.
The issue spurred extended discussion in AB as well as the senate,
Fanthorpe said.
Senate failed the motion to also
give UB the $1,500 outright 12-15-0.
Those who were in support of
giving UB all $6,500 said they were
trying to keep from sending UB into
further debt. They also said it made

no sense to give the group $5,000 to
put on a show it wouldn’t be able to
advertise for if senate didn’t give the
other $1,500.
Others did not consider advertising an unexpected expense.
“It’s poor planning on their part,”
James Paton, internal affairs chair,
said during discussion at the Oct. 3
senate meeting. Paton said failing
the motion was the “responsible
thing to do.”
Fanthorpe said that while money
isn’t loaned every time senate fails a
bill to grant AB money, it is not
unprecedented. She called the UB
debacle “a weird situation.”
The only budget UB has to work
with when planning events is projected ticket sales; if they can’t sell 60
percent of the tickets, they’re in the
hole, Judy said.

Fewer
seats
in
Lantz
Gymnasium because of the installation of new bleachers will mean
graduation day will last a little
longer this year.
Graduates, family, friends and
others involved in graduation will
notice a change in the way graduation is run this year, since three
ceremonies will be conducted
rather than the regular two.
Since the new bleachers were
added during the summer, the
gymnasium can now accommodate 1,000 less people than before.
The decision to add an extra
ceremony was made to accommodate as many guests as possible,
Mark Hains, special events director, said in a press release.
The Saturday Dec. 8, “march
order” will be as follows: 9 a.m.
Graduate School and College of
Sciences, 1 p.m. Lumpkin College
of Business and Applied Sciences
and College of Arts and
Humanities, and 5 p.m. College of
Education and Professional
Studies and the School of Adult
and Continuing Education.
Commencement guides and
cap and gown order forms will be
mailed to graduates’ home
addresses later this month.
For further information, contact the Commencement Office at
581-5970.
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Campus, community participate in annual parade
Patriotism
abounds in
floats, banners
By Charita Callaway
Staff writer

“How sweet it is at EIU,” the
theme for Homecoming as well
as the Homecoming parade, was
celebrated at the Homecoming
parade Saturday.
Despite the damp weather, the
community, as well as faculty,
staff and students from Eastern,
were very involved, with many
people even bringing their dogs
to enjoy the scene.
Surrounding towns Ashmore,
Hutton and Brownstown also
took part in the festivities.
Various participants threw
candy at the spectators, who
scrambled to collect the sweets.
Charleston resident Teresa
Brust brought her daughters to
see the parade. “It is great to see
the girls enjoying the parade,”
Brust said. “(Parades) help bring
the community together.”
Many forms of patriotism
payed tribute to victims of the

Megan Landreth/ Staff photographer

The Association of International Students happily marches in the parade Saturday morning despite the light rainfall.
Sept. 11 attack. Veterans and
ROTC members carried the
American and Illinois flags.
Banners and signs on vehicles

also acknowledged the United
States Marine Corps and Army.
The North Union Baptist
Church displayed a banner sport-

ing the phrase, “God Bless
America.”
A
white
carriage
for
the
Homecoming King Jason Guziec

and Queen Mary Vashkelis also
drove along the parade route. Its
passengers smiledto the crowd as
they rode by in their white carriage, eliciting a roar of cheers
from the crowd.
Clifford the Big Red Dog,
waving to clapping and jumping
children, rode on the WEIU-TV
float, surrounded by paper-made
ice cream cones.
The Red Cross, led by a man
dressed as a drop of blood,
encouraged people to donate
blood.
A motorcycle with bullhorns
charged toward the crowd with a
sign encouraging Eastern to
“guard the goal.” As it zigzagged
down the street, a group of spectators laughed, pretending they
were bull fighters.
Kelly Edwards, a sophomore
biology major, said she came to
see something different and to
show her support for Eastern.
She said she enjoyed seeing the
float with part of Old Main under
construction.
“It was funny because it told
the truth about the ‘beautification’ of Eastern’s campus,”
Edwards said. “It is truly sweet at
EIU.”

Fans enjoy tailgate festivities in rain

“

By Lawrence Ward III
Staff writer

Anyone who didn’t go
missed out on an awesome
time.

Thousands of fans showed up for
tailgating festivities, despite gray
skies and rain, to show their support
for blue and gray. The spirit of
Panther pride filled the charcoal
scented air as students, alumni and
faculty packed into the area Saturday
morning.
“It was the best tailgating ever, I
ruined my clothes in a mudwrestling match and still had a
blast,” Marc Kifarkis a junior
accounting major, said.
The mud wrestling turned out to
be a main attraction as crowds gathered around to cheer the handful
that were brave enough to venture
into the mud.
“Mud wrestling was crazy. I
slipped and took Marc down with
me, that’s when things got messy,”
Danny Battista a junior marketing
major, said.
The alumni band, “The
Leftovers,” did not play because of
the
rain,
Jessica
Bishop,
∗

ΑΣΑ

∗

”

Homecoming Kick-off chair, said.
Although rain kept the total
number of tailgaters lower than
expected, the crowd that did turn
out proved that nothing could rain
on the Panther’s parade.
“Anyone who didn’t go missed
out on an awesome time,” said Justin
Fee, a freshman education major.
Bishop said, “Despite the rain,
people still came out and had a good
time.”
Footballs and frisbees were part
of the tailgating festivities. Many
people played catch and caught up
on old times as many alumni came
down to support Eastern.
Students took the Woodstock-

ΑΣΑ

∗

ΑΣΑ

∗

ΑΣΑ

∗

ΑΣΑ

∗

ΑΣΑ

Congratulations to the following women of

∗

Alpha Sigma Alpha

On their outstanding academic achievement for Spring 2001

4.0
Jamie Kliess
Maria Cupp

3.5-3.99
Heather Adams
Amanda Arnold
Thea Barnstable
Shannon Bishop
Kristen Brueckner
Darcy Ehmen
Natalie Esposito

Michelle Gillette
Shelley Ginder
Erin Groth
Lindsey Heuerman
Alison Kaczmarczyk
Allison Kenny
Jessica Litton
Suzanne Mayer
Shelly Robinson
Mary Jean Schaefges
Jenny Sillitti

3.0-3.49
Amy Brauneis
Allison Call
Amanda Cole
Meg Danner
Dana Dickey
Laura Dickey
Lisa Flam
Jill Garcia
Jennifer Gilliand
Laura Glombowski
Courtney Gonigam
Amber Grant

Caitlin Bullis/ Staff photographer

An Eastern student plays her guitar on the back of a pickup truck for other tailgaters before the Homecoming football game on Saturday behind the O Brien
Stadium.

ΑΣΑ

Ginny Herrndolbler
Katie Jenner
Amber Jones
Jennifer Kellmann
Melissa Koll
Megan Mallaney
Kathy Miller
Christine Olson
Michelle Paradiso
Alana Petrilli
Moria Reilly
Jeni Schroeder
Katie Talon
Hilary Tharp
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ΑΣΑ

Justin Fee
freshman education major

like atmosphere to its limits, turning
a corner of the tailgating area into a
mud-wrestling melee.
Cold beverages and hot grills
kept those in attendance content as
wind and rain drenched O’Brien
stadium.
Bob Beavers, a Charleston resident, served free brats, burgers, chips
and pop to hungry tailgaters. Bishop
said that the University Board sponsored the food, and that Beavers
serves it every year.
Blue and gray was the color of
choice for sweatshirts and jackets,
and many trucks and cars displayed
American flags, as Panther pride
began to capture the masses.
Many alumni were delighted
with the current improvements
around the campus.
Jeremy Otahal, of the class of
1999, said, “It just goes to show that
things are moving in the right direction here at Eastern.”
Tailgating wrapped up at 1:30
p.m., and the crowd filtered into
O’Brien stadium to watch a Panther
homecoming victory.
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Muddy fun
this weekend
Eastern students and alumni know how to
enjoy themselves and it takes a lot more than
a two-day heavy downpour to dampen their
spirits.
Despite non-stop rain and strong winds,
students, faculty, alumni and community
members didn’t let
the rain wash away
the chance of having
Dampened spirits?
The rain didn’t get in the way of a good time with
friends and family
a good Homecoming Weekend.
this Homecoming
weekend.
Thousands of people attended the bonfire,
Midnight Madness, the parade, tailgating and
the football game and, despite the adverse
weather conditions, and had fun.
By most accounts, Homecoming 2001 was a
success. All the planning that takes months to
do by the Homecoming Committee made for
a weekend full of activities that everyone
could enjoy.
But planning wasn’t the only thing that
made Homecoming fun. Homecoming
Committee members had no idea that the
large amounts of rain the area saw would leave
a large pit of mud near the tailgating area on
Saturday before the game.
And no amount of planning could have
lead to the amount of fun that those students,
some alumni, and maybe a faculty member or
two had while reenacting a scene from
Woodstock by getting covered from head to
toe in mud.
Eastern’s sense of community and the passion its students and alumni have for their
alma mater shone through the black clouds
and flooded streets. This weekend was exactly
what Homecoming is about — celebrating our
school and everything it stands for.
The rain made for a sloppy football game,
slow driving, sprints from one bar to the next
and more than a few sniffles.

■ The

editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

“

Today’s quote

If you tell the truth, have a foot in the stirrup.
Turkish proverb

The Daily

”

Eastern News

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

umping to conclusions
and assuming the worst
seems to be a nasty
habit that television
news channels have
taken a step too far, especially following the attacks
in New York, Washington
Shauna Gustafson
and Pennsylvania
In the aftermath of Sept. 11,
Editorial page editor
and even before then, TV
media tends to exploit a situation before they have all the
facts.
The worst culprits are the 24-hour news channels.
CNN, Fox News and MSNBC are all notorious.
Not to say that all news channels are guilty, in fact, most
local stations are pretty good about getting their facts
straight before airing news.
But, in general, television media is notorious for throwing out news bits as soon as they hear them, often without
taking time to check all the facts.
This especially has been true over the last few weeks, as
all the 24-hour news channels have focused solely on the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. On the day of the attacks, like
almost everyone else in America, I was glued to the TV.
That is when TV news plays its most vital role: Immediate
visuals and information about breaking news.
Where the cable news has failed us, though, is in following coverage. You cannot tell me that the only events happening in the world revolve around these attacks. While
obviously most of the newscast will be devoted to the

Identity lost with
addition of letter ‘s’
I was baffled as I looked for my
major in the Spring Schedule published in the paper on Monday.
Where Speech Communication
should have been was a new major
called Speech Communications (with
an “s”). Unfortunately, this is a widespread illiteracy, one that occurs often
in the DEN related to my field.
To have it also show up in registration materials illustrates a unique identity problem for students in my major
(I say unique because I’ve never seen
similar errors in other majors, say “psy-

EDITORIAL BOARD
CHRIS SIEVERS
MATT NEISTEIN
MICHELLE JONES
JOSEPH RYAN
SHAUNA GUSTAFSON
BILL RUTHHART

Editor
Managing editor
News editor
Associate news editor
Editorial page editor
Sports editor

attacks, there need to be other
events covered as well.
And, by making the attacks
“Where the cable their only news, the channels
news has failed us are scraping for any new information they can get at a
is in following
moment’s notice, both to fill
coverage.”
their news time and beat the
other stations to the punch.
I can’t count how many times
in the last few weeks I have
seen a report on a new anthrax case, or a new threat, or the
possibility of another attack and then seen those reports
retracted or corrected within the course of a few hours’
time.
While the threats are all real and should be taken seriously, telling people about every possible anthrax case only
spreads fear and uncertainty to a nation already filled with
anxious people. And the later news that the seven people
that were earlier reported to have possible symptoms of
anthrax, have now been found to really have the flu, doesn’t always get out with the vehemence the initial report
had.
The purpose of the 24-hour news channels is sound; to
get up-to-the-minute information out to people. We now
need to make sure that all the information is as correct as
it can be, and try not to focus on topics which will surely
get ratings, but also spread fear.
■ Shauna Gustafson is a journalism major major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
slgustafson@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
chologies” or “chemistries”).
Communications (with the “s”) is only
a fraction of what we study.
Gary Cronkhite (1984) writes in a
footnote in the Quarterly Journal of
Speech that,” Abstract conceptual
nouns that refer to ideas, processes, or
conditions cannot be pluralized by
adding an ‘s’ or ‘es.’ To attempt to do
so, when it does not produce total
nonsense, engages the related concrete
morpheme and, while it may appear to
make sense, changes the basic mean-

ing. Consider that those who study
radio, television, and presses; students
of journalism are not students of journalisms; scholars engage in scholarship,
not scholarships; biologists study life,
not lives; medical students study medicine in general, and medicines only
occasionally; nutritionists study nutrition, not nutritions; attorneys study
justice, not justices; and Tolstoy’s book
was titled ‘War and Peace,’ not ‘War
and Peaces.’ Theorists of communication may occasionally analyze specific
messages, or communications, but that
is not the name of their field of study.”

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cdsievers@eiu.edu

Melanie Mills
Speech Communication professor
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cdsievers@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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Phi Beta Sigma,
Zeta Phi Beta win
step show titles
By Kenyatta Brookins
Staff writer

Zeta Phi Beta and Phi Beta
Sigma walked away as winners of
the 2001 Homecoming step show
event.
“We were real excited that we
won, and we felt we put on a good
show and pleased our alumni
members,” Chaisty Peace, of Zeta
Phi Beta, said.
Winton Stacy, of Phi Beta
Sigma said, “We feel very blessed
that we were able to showcase our
talent and come up with a win for
step show this year. It was a long
time coming, but we were determined.”
More than 750 people gathered in Lantz Gymnasium
Saturday night to see performers
get their steps on.
The step show, an annual event
that
takes
place
during
Homecoming weekend, was
sponsored by the Black Student
Union and National Panhellenic
Council.
Members of NPHC, EIUnity
and Illusions dance group performed with energetic steps and
dances.
The theme of the step show
was “Get Ya Step On.” Hosts

“

We were real excited that we
won, and we felt we put on a
good show and pleased our
alumni members.
Chaisty Peace,
Zeta Phi Beta member

”

Demetrius Lane, an Eastern
alumnus; Ashonda Simmons,
Miss Black EIU; and Stephanie
Issac kept the crowd laughing.
“It was a good experience,”
Simmons said. “I had a lot of fun,
and the other hosts made me feel
more comfortable.”
Alpha Phi Alpha, Sigma
Gamma Rho, Phi Beta Sigma and
Zeta Phi Beta competed in the
step show for the grand prize of
$400 and a trophy.
Each organization put on a
very energetic and unique show.
Some organizations used skits,
and others used props such as basketballs and baskets to express
themselves.
“Overall, each organization was
very creative,” Lorri Thompson, an
elementary education major, said.
Despite some technical difficul-

Abover: Members of
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
Inc. perform in the Get
Ya Step On...Steppin
Up to Tha Challenge
competition Saturday
night in Lantz gymnasium.
Left:Members of Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity
Inc. perform at the Get
Ya Step On...Steppin
Up to Tha Challenge
competition Saturday
night in Lantz gymnasium.
Photos by
Amanda Douglass/
Senior photographer

ties with lighting at the beginning
of the show, Monique Cook-Bey, a
graduate student in the Student

Life Office, said she felt the show
went well.
She said everyone who partici-

pated did a good job working
together. “I’m glad there was a
diverse crowd,” she said.

BOT to vote on proposed 5 percent tuition, $40 fee increases
By Pat Guinane

Administration editor

Tuition and fee increases top the Board of
Trustees agenda for this morning’s meeting.
The board will vote on a proposal to increase
tuition about 5 percent per credit hour and a
proposed fee increase of $38.20, roughly 5.8
percent.
The student fee increase represents a raise in
the campus improvement fee of almost 13 percent and a flat 5 percent increase that will be distributed among nine other campus fees.
The campus improvement fee increase has
already been approved by both the BOT and

the Student Senate. When the increase is
implemented, the fee would go up $9, from $59
to $68. The remaining $29.20 of the proposed
$38.20, which has yet to be approved by the
BOT, would be distributed to various areas
based on need.
The activity fee, athletic fee, health service
and pharmacy fee, recreation center fee,
union/bond revenue fee, computer technology
fee, grant-in-aid fee, textbook rental fee and the
health and accident insurance fee would all
compete for funds under the proposed plan.
The plan represents a 5 percent increase,
lower than the 9.2 percent average of the previ-

ous five years. Under the plan, each of the nine
fee areas would have the opportunity to make
presentations to the Student Tuition and Fee
Review Committee and the Student Senate,
who would then make recommendations to the
vice president for student affairs and the president.
The recommended tuition increase would
raise credit hour rates by $5 for undergraduate
students from Illinois. Out-of-state undergraduate students’ tuition would rise by $15 per
semester hour. The proposed increases would
raise tuition from $99.75 per credit hour to
$104.75 for in-state undergraduates and from

Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union

Bookstore

EIU Novelty Items
20% off
Fall Hours:
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

email csmbc@eiu.edu
Web Address www.eiubookstore.com
Phone Number 581-5821 Fax Number 581-6625

$299.25 to $314.25 for out-of-state undergraduates.
An undergraduate must enroll in at least 12
credit hours of course work each semester to be
considered a full-time student by the university;
subsequently, the tuition raise would cost fulltime students at least $60.
The BOT also is expected to give final
approval to a labor agreement with the
Operating Engineers Local #399, which represents about 10 Eastern employees. The contract, which runs through 2004, contains
changes to the non-economic language of the
agreement.
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said she happily accepted the invitation.
“Everybody has a good time
with these guys because they play
different types of music,” Joines
said.
Among the alumni at the
Lumpkin tent was Doreen Nelms,
who graduated in 1958 and came
back to get her master’s in 1975. She
worked in the College of Business
and Applied Sciences’ office for 18
years until she retired two years ago.
Nelms said she has very strong
ties to Eastern because her husband
attended the university prior to getting his doctorate in Colorado; her
daughter, Kelley, worked at WEIUTV for two years before teaching at
Columbia College in Chicago; and
her other daughter, Renee, received
her master’s degree at Eastern in
business administration.
“I have a strong feeling for
Eastern,” Nelms said. “It’s like my
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“

We’re excited to see the
alums. There have been a lot
of people here, and we are
planning to do this every
year from now on.
Andrea Winter,
graduate student

”

second home. I couldn’t say enough
good things about this university.”
Richard Hummel, a sociology
professor, was in the College of
Sciences tent. He plans to retire at
the end of this semester, after 32
1⁄2 years of teaching.

“I’ve been very happy working
here. The university has been very
good to me,” Hummel said. “I’ve
been a contented, well-treated person.”
He hasn’t worked anywhere else,
and said he has no regrets.
Hummel’s former colleague,
Robert Whittenbarger, taught sociology for 25 years until his retirement in 2000 and was the chair of

the sociology department for 19
years.
Whittenbarger said working at
Eastern was wonderful.
“The people are good, interesting and cooperative,” he said.
He still lives in Charleston with
his wife Luz, an Eastern graduate
who taught part-time at Eastern in
the foreign language department.
This was the first year the
Graduate School had a tent, said
Andrea Winter, president of the
graduate student advisory council.
She said she wants to promote
graduate education.
“We’re excited to see the alums.
There have been a lot of people
here, and we are planning to do this
every year from now on,” Winter
said.
Winter will graduate in the summer of 2002 with her master’s
degree in business administration.
Tents also were set up by College
of Education and Professional
Studies, the Center for Academic
Support and Achievement, the
Alumni Association and Black
Alumni Reunion.

East St. Louis has more cop cars than cops
EAST ST. LOUIS (AP) —
The city’s understaffed police
department hired only two new
officers this year, and department
officials might have to lay off some
officers because of shrinking city
coffers.
At the same time, two U.S.
Department of Justice block grants
totaling about $1.2 million have

allowed the department to embark
on a car-buying binge. The department bought 15 new squad cars
already, and plans to buy another 23
cars — including six new sport utility vehicles — by the end of the
year.
This will boost the size of the
department’s fleet to 108 vehicles
for a force of 61 officers.

Pep rally

made only one effigy to be thrown
into the fire this year for safety reasons.
In the past, Homecoming participants would create several
duplicates of the mascots of the
visiting team, which would be
judged. These would then be
burned to represent the hoped-for
victory in the coming game.
“I wish we still did effigies,”
Brooke Reifsteck, a senior early
childhood education major, said.
Despite the fact there were no
burning Indians at the pep rally,
the Panthers did succeed in
defeating Southeast Missouri
State 12-0.

from Page 1
“It was nice to see a different
side of the football players,” Jamie
Lynn Kassner, a junior secondary
education major, said. “Instead of
the aggressiveness, we got to see
their spirit.”
The bonfire followed the pep
rally. Many people at the bonfire
said it should have been held at the
football field, where the fireworks
that temporarily replaced the bonfire were held.
The Homecoming Committee

Monday Night Football

$3.75 - 23oz Coors Light
FOOTBALL MUGS
RY Ô
*VE
$2.50 Refills
OL
O
C
*
$2.99 Hot Wings
$2.99 Chicken Sandwich & Fries
Ô

Tent City

Local & state

Cold Beer
Hot Wings
Great Food

Blue Monday

Labbatt’s Blue - $1.50
Stroph’s Blue Cans - $1.50
Blue Moon Bottles - $ 2.00
Blue Tail Fries - $1.50
Blue Margaritas - $2.50
The Music’s
Blue Too!!!
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Homecoming

A wet welcome home
The Daily Eastern News

Stratia Stein/Staff photographer

Above, Susan Eberly and her daughter, Amanda, eat pancakes at the Rotary Breakfast in the parking lot of
Domino s Pizza Saturday morning.
Photos by Sang Young Lee/Staff photographer

Top right, seven-year-old Thorin Blitz runs in the
Homecoming Race Saturday morning.
Top left, an Eastern cheerleader is hoisted up in the air at
the Homecoming football game Saturday afternoon. The
constant downpour did not keep the fans away.
Left, Eastern marching band members line up in the
parade Saturday afternoon.
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Help wanted

For rent

For rent

Sublessors

Announcements

Announcements

INTERNET PROGRAMMER to
develop internet site for local business. Call 345-3479 and ask for
John.
______________________10/19
HIRING FOR SECOND SEMESTER. part time and full time positions seeking candidates for order
entry. Strong keyboarding skills a
plus must possess excellent communication skills experience with
phone sales helpful apply at
Scholastic Recognition, 689
Castle Dr., Charleston. For directions call 345-9194.
______________________11/16
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS. hiring for 2nd semester
proof reader/copy setters must
possess command of English language and ability to discern discrepancies in text quickly and
accurately. Experience with quark
and/or PageMaker a plus. Apply
at Scholastic Recognition, 689
Castle Dr., Charleston. For directions call 345-9194.
______________________11/16
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas and
Florida. Earn Cash and Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800234-7007.
endlesssummertours.com
______________________12/10
Attention CNA’s and Habilitation
Aides. Work in a small home setting with 5-8 children and adults.
No experience necessary. Paid
training for dependable staff.
Positions available for all shifts due
to program expansion. FT/PT positions available for multiple shifts
with flexible scheduling. 1st, 2nd
and 3rd shifts starting at $7.50/hr,
for youth program and $8.00/hr. for
adult program. FT includes full
benefits pkg. If you are a good role
model and enjoy working with people, apply in person at 1550
Douglas Drive Chas. EOE
_________________________00

AVAILABLE FOR 2002-2003
SCHOOL YEAR. 5 bedroom
house,
excellent
location.
$250/month. 12 month lease.
Call 345-0652
______________________10/19
4 bedroom house now available
for Spring Semester.
503
Harrison. Call (217)897-6266.
______________________10/19
2 BDRM APT AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, TAKE OVER LEASE .
ONE MONTH RENT
FREE.
SECURITY DEPOSIT PAID.
CALL 348-3329. LEAVE MESSAGE.
______________________10/23
4 Person townhouse, 21/2 bath,
washer/dryer, walking distance to
EIU, $900/month. 348-8201.
______________________10/26
Want your own place 2nd semester? Several options available for
one or two. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, 345-4489.
______________________10/31
AWESOME HOUSE AND LOCATION!! #1 Orchard Drive behind
McDonald’s.
4-5 bedrooms
$995/month. 217-898-1514 or
217-344-0288.
_______________________11/1
NICE STUDIO 1, 2 AND 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS, FURNISHED. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
AND BUZZARD.
SEPERATE
LEASES, POOL, VOLLEYBALL
COURT AND LAUNDRY. LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE. 3456000.
_________________________01
3 bdrm apt., fully furnished, 9th St.
across from Buzzard. For more
information, call 348-0157
_________________________01
2002/2003 SCHOOL YEAR.
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
UNFURNISHED HOUSES. NO
PETS. $275 PER MONTH PER
PERSON. 12 MONTH LEASE.
345-3148
_________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 3481479
_________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLD).
_________________________01

New 2 and 3 bedroom apt.
Furnished, utilities included. NO
PETS! 2121 18th Street. Call
345-6885 or 345-7007.
_________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM,
OFF
STREET
PARKING. OFFICE 345-1266
OR 346-3161.
_________________________01
ONE MONTH RENT FREE!! One
block from campus. 4 bedroom
house. 773-230-8452
_________________________01
Now Renting newly remodeled
4BR house. Also available 1BR.
Phone 276-5537
_________________________01
MOVE IN SPECIAL -ONE
MONTH RENT FREE. 2-4 BR
one block from campus. $225 per
person for 2-4 people.
_________________________01
9th Street Apartments. 3BR for 23 people. NO PETS. 348-8305.
_________________________01
1 bedroom apartment 1 or 2 persons, 1542 4th St. Excellent condition, all electric, c/a. Quiet,
reserve parking, No Pets. 3457286.
_________________________01

Female sublessor needed for
Spring Semester. Call 345-0904.
______________________10/16
Sublessor needed for 1 bedroom
in 3 bedroom house next to Stix.
Great Location! Call Greg 3488647.
______________________10/17

IT’S GREEK WEEK AT DALE
BAYLES ON CAMPUS. ALL
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA MERCHANDISE 20% OFF THRU
SATURDAY.
(DOES NOT
INCLUE SEWING.) LOOK FOR
YOUR WEEK TO FOLLOW!
______________________10/15
50% OFF TAU KAPPA EPSILON
MERCHANDISE
AT
DALE
BAYLES ON CAMPUS.
______________________10/15
OVER 10,000 COSTUME FOR
HALLOWEEN, THEME PARTIES
& PARADES- RESERVE YOURS
TODAY!
GRAND BALL, 609
SIXTH, CHARLESTON.
3452617.
______________________10/31
FRATERNITIES-SORORITIESCLUBS-STUDENTS GROUPS:
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy campusfundraiser.com
three
hour
fundraising event. Does not
involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filled
quickly, so call today! Contact
campusfundraiser.com
at
(888)923-3238 or visit campusfundraiser.com
______________________11/01

ACAPULCO’S
#1
SPRING
BREAK COMPANY. BIANCHIROSSI TOURS, wants you to Go
Loco in Acapulco! Book Spring
Break 2002’s Hottest Destination
with the only company specializing in Acapulco! Call 1-800-8754525 or log onto www.bianchirossi.com Travel Free-ask how!
_______________________11/9
SPRING BREAK 2002 CANCUN,
JAMAICA,
BARBADOS,
BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO, PADRE,
FLORIDA & MORE. FREE
MEALS for a limited time!! FREE
Parties, drinks and exclusive
events! Visit www.SUNSPLASHTOURS.com for details or Call 1800-426-7710 “IT’S A NO BRAINER.”
______________________11/27
ACT NOW! GUARANTEE THE
BEST SPRING BREAK PRICES!
SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN,
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO, FLORIDA & MARDI GRAS.
REPS NEEDED...TRAVEL FREE,
EARN $$$.
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 800-8388203/WWW.LEISURETOURS.C
OM
______________________12/10

For rent
Early leasing for 2002-2003
school year. Close to campus.
Furnished. Security/Management.
Call 345-2516.
(Our apartments/houses are leased by
January 1).
______________________10/31
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Personals
ALPHAS- Thanks for all your help
this week! You girls have been
great! BRADEN
______________________10/15
DELTA SIGS~ Thanks for helping
make Homecoming 2001 memorable!
Love, The Ladies of ALPHA
SIGMA ALPHA
______________________10/15
Katie and Michelle of Tri-Sigma,
thanks for all your hard work for
Homecoming! It really paid off!
Love, your sisters.
______________________10/15
LAMBDA CHI’S- We had a wonderful time doing Homoecoming
with you guys! You are the best!
Love, the ladies of Tri-Sigma.
______________________10/15
Carly and Erin of Tri-Sigma- You
both looked so beautiful at coronation! We are so proud to have
you representing our chapter!
Love, Your Sisters
______________________1015
Furby- Your Kappa Delta Sisters
are so proud of you. Hope you
had fun at the parade!
______________________10/15
Congratulations Maegan D. of
Alpha Sigma Tau on getting
engaged to Steve A. of Lambda
Chi Alpha. Love your sisters
______________________10/15
Congratulations Mary on 2001
Homecoming Queen. We’re so
proud of you! Sig Kap Love, Katie
and Brandi
______________________10/15
Danielle Smith Hope you had fun
at Homecoming!!! How sweet it is
to be a Kay-Dee! Love, Jessica
Byars
______________________10/15
Congratulations to the TRISIGMA whiffleball team for winning IM Champions! Way to go
girls!
______________________10/16

For sale
2 Bedroom apartment acroos
from Rec Center. Excellent condition, all electric, c/a, parking, No
Pets. 345-7286.
_________________________01
Men’s XXL Grey reversible down
feather winter coat from THE
GAP. Nearly new. $100/OBO.
581-2441.
______________________10/16
Custom Built golf clubs, made to
fit your size. Woods, Irons, and
specialty
clubs,
Sets
or
Individuals,
Taylor-made,
Callaway , Ping, KingCobra, and
others. Joseph, 232-7188.
______________________10/17

Lost and found
REWARD: Silver cross lost on
soccer field by married housing
10/9. Sentimental value. 3454775.
______________________10/15

NATURAL TIES. Delegate meeting. Monday, Oct. 15 at
6 p.m. in the Schahrer Room- West Wing of the Union.
Come find out about the upcoming social in October.
UNIVERSITY FOUNDATIONS. Student Support
Foundations Days October 15 &16 from 4-8 p.m. Third
floor of the MLK Union and the main branch of the library.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. There will be Mass
tonight at 9 p.m. at St. Philip Neri Chapel located across
from Andrews Hall.
BACCHUS. Meeting Monday 7 p.m. Kansas Rm of Union.
Come check us out and bring a friend!
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.

Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 Old Russian
autocrat
5 Line-___ veto
9 Postmark parts
14 Brand of
spaghetti
sauce
15 Pictionary, e.g.
16 Cook, as
chestnuts
17 Puts on TV
18 The “U” of
B.T.U.
19 Calm
20 Scottish town
once popular
with elopers
23 59, to Cato
24 “I told you so!”
25 Singer Yoko
26 Delete
28 Mediocre

31 Table salt, to a
chemist
34 Chip dip
37 Mink coat
38 Crossword hint
39 Big rigs
43 Utah ski resort
44 Fish eggs
45 Tree houses?
46 Afrikaner
47 Storefront
shaders
50 Future atty.’s
exam
52 Jack of
“Barney Miller”
53 School grp.
56 With 64Across, World
Cup soccer
star
58 Virginia city

ANSWER TO FRIDAY’S PUZZLE

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
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62 What a sec.
guard might
check
64 See 56-Across
65 Bustles
66 Paris’s river
67 Length x width,
for a rectangle
68 Record on
video
69 Suez, for one
70 Gull-like bird
71 Shade trees
DOWN
1 Rugged rocks
2 Old name for
Kinshasa’s
country
3 Concur
4 What stainless
steel doesn’t
do
5 Large lizard
6 Dances to
“Hernando’s
Hideaway”
7 Qatari leader
8 Allot, with “out”
9 Liquid-Plumr
rival
10 CompuServe is
part of it
11 Fanciful stories
12 Actor Morales
13 Charon’s river
21 Phrase on a
diet food label
22 Cry repeated
before “Read
all about it!”

1

2

3

No. 0903
4

5

6

7

8

9

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

24

25

26

28
34

35

29

39

40

43

44

46

47
50

56

58

31

32

33

54

55

42
45
48

49

52
59

60

53
61
65

66

67

68

69

70

71

63

13

38

64

62

12

27

30

41

51

57

11

23

37

36

10

Puzzle by Peter Gordon

27 Remus and
Sam, e.g.
28 Movie awards
29 Frequently
30 Capek play
32 Abrupt
33 Not as much
34 Pierce with a
fork
35 Singer Guthrie
36 Language from
which many
English words
are derived

40 Give a speech
41 Propel a boat
42 Block of gold
48 Chemical
cousin
49 “Psycho” psycho
51 California
ballplayer
53 Accelerator,
e.g.

54 Time in New
York when it’s
noon in
Phoenix
55 Pack animals
56 “Other” category: Abbr.
57 Clever thought
59 “Say ___?”
60 Peel
61 Basketball’s
Archibald
63 Santa ___,
Calif.
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Cross Country: NCAA Pre-Meet

Bialka fails to finish, teams finish in middle of pack
Women finish 32nd, Men 24th as senior standout drops out after injuring ankle
By Kristin Rojek

Associate sports editor

Eastern’s men’s and women’s cross
country teams took to the course with top
teams from across the nation this weekend
at the NCAA Pre-Meet at Furman
University in South Carolina Saturday.
Eastern’s men finished 24th while the
women were 32nd.
The big story in the men’s race wasn’t
who finished in what place, but who didn’t
finish at all. Senior standout Jason Bialka
was forced to drop out of the race with a
sprained ankle, about three miles in.
“He just looked great. He was running
with the lead pack of about seven or eight
and was having just a beautful run,” head
coach John McInerney said. “Then he
rolled his ankle and of course, that was big.
At the worst he would have finished in the
top 10 and he probably would have been

close to third or fourth.”
McInerney said it was when the field of
223 runners made its way into a wooded
section of the course that Bialka sprained
the ankle.
“I was waiting for him at the four-mile
mark and I got that sick feeling in my
stomach when the leaders came around and
he wasn’t there,” McInerney said. “Then
after a while I went looking for him and
found him in the medical tent.
Fortunately, Bialka’s injury isn’t
extremely serious and McInerney said he
may able to run on the ankle again as early
as Wednesday.
“He didn’t feel he ran well two weeks
ago at Indiana State when he finished fifth,
but he was way ahead of the guys that beat
him there,” McInerney said. “He has to feel
confident after that run and having his fitness level where it is.”
In the men’s division of two races,

Eastern competed in the Black Race with
35 teams. No. 2 ranked Stanford won the
race with 56 points with three runners in
the top ten as Grant Williams finished second with a time of 24:31 in the 8K race.
David Kimani of Alabama won the race in
24:06.
Senior Kyle O’Brien finished 57th as
Eastern’s first finisher in a time of 25:42.
Josh Vance completed the race 20 seconds
behind O’Brien in 77th place while Adam
Mariott (108), Andy Derks (165) and John
Sipple (191) rounded out Eastern’s scoring.
“Kyle felt like he should have been in
the top 30 and that’s the way most of our
guys felt,” McInerney said. “Josh Vance
had a real nice race to finish 77th.”
In the men’s Gold Race, No. 1 Colorado
upheld its national standing with a 62-point
win. The Buffaloes placed three runners in
the top 10, including second place Jorge
Torres. Boaz Cheboiywo of Eastern

Michigan won the race in 23:31.
In the women’s division, Eastern competed in the 34-team Purple Race. No. 1ranked Colorado slid to a fourth-place finish with two of its top runners out with
injuries. No. 11 Georgetown finished first
with 48 points while Michigan State and
Arizona State rounded out the top three finishers. Colorado’s Molly Austin won the
6K race in 20:48.
For Eastern, senior Beth Martin finished
first for Eastern at 107 with a time of 23:06.
The next Panther to cross the finish line
came over one minute later with Stephanie
Bone (176) in at 24:08. Lauren Rapacki
finished at 179 while Katie Springer and
Angie Simone were the last to score for
Eastern at 205 and 211 respectively.
“Beth just didn’t get her self out,”
McInerney said.
“She had a pretty solid run, but she’s
capable of being in the top 50. Stephanie
and Lauren ran together well and really
pushed each other.”

Rugby: Panthers 32, Indiana 0

Women’s rugby team shakes off losing streak, shuts out Indiana
By Raymond Keeler
Staff writer

If there is one thing to say about
the outcome of the women’s rugby
game Saturday it would definitely
be redemption at last.
The Panthers (2-3) shattered
their three-game losing skid with a
dominating shutout performance
by running over the Hoosiers from
Indiana University, 37-0.
The win was catapulted by
scores from Katie Biesboer, Katie
Maasen, Jessica Ball, Mary
Archer, Erin Voelz, and two by
Kate Taake. It was an all-around

team performance that helped the
Panthers get back to their winning
ways.
“Everyone did a great job not
just the ones who scored,” Taake
said.
This was the first game in
which both Mary Archer and Erin
Voelz were in the line up at the
same time. Both have been sidelined with injuries, and each had
immediate results in the game.
“It was great having them
back,” Taake said.
The two’s familiarity on the
field and knowledge of everyone’s
playing style help the Panther fall

back into their old winning ways,
Taake said.
One of the most reassuring
aspects of the game was that both
Archer and Voelz were able to play
well with the team after such a
long absence from the lineup.
“It feels really good to be playing again,” Archer said. “I was just
so anxious to do whatever to help
the team win.”
The Panthers scored first and
never looked back.
“The first 15 minutes of the
game we warmed up and then we
rolled over them,” Biesboer said.
“We had a lot more bodies, and we

DOONESBURY

were more healthy ... and we had
a more positive outlook on the
game.”
With a handful of players
returning from injuries, Saturday’s
game was an opportunity for the
Panthers to rebound and play well
as a team.
“All the pieces fit together,”
Katie Hacker said. “We were all
backing each other up on the field
and on the sidelines. It was great to
hear us talking to each other on the
field and really getting into the
game.”
The uneven score did not depict
the quality of the Hoosiers’ play-

ers.

“They were a real scrappy and
tough team,” Biesboer said.
Although the Hoosiers may
have been a talented team, Eastern
was in control from the beginning.
“We dominated the most of the
game,” Taake said. “There was
never a point where they could
have scored, and we did a pretty
good job defensively.”
The Panthers are hoping to ride
this momentum into their final
home game of the season against
the women’s rugby club from the
University of Miami (OH).

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Just 2,386 fans turned out for the
game, and if you’re familiar with the
Eastern school of attendance guessing, it
was probably a little less than that. Either
way, it had to be close to one of, if not the
worst, Homecoming crowds ever. Fans
decided they’d rather seek refuge in their
dorm rooms, houses or bars than play
Marco Polo at O’Brien Stadium.
Yes, in an ideal world O’Brien would
have been packed with fans and it would
have been a beautiful day. But it wasn’t.
The fans who sought shelter shouldn’t be
blamed, and the ones who stuck it out
should be commended.
If you answer C to the question
above, in the end your teacher’s going to
give you that little red check mark
instead of the gold star. So, let’s give the
gold star to those who braved the conditions for the entire game.
After all, getting the red check mark
isn’t the end of the world. Even I couldn’t take it anymore and listened to the
second half on the radio. Oh well, -1 for
me.

The single-game mark was good
enough for fourth all-time at
Eastern, 42 yards off the school
record set by Kevin Staple in 1983.
“Obviously it was really strange,”
Spoo said of the game. “We didn’t
throw because we didn’t think we
could with the weather conditions.
It was a strange game, but it was a
good win to have. We just ran the
same plays over – the ones that were
working for us.”
Eastern scored its first touchdown with 8:06 left in the first
quarter on a seven-yard rush by
Taylor to put the Panthers on the
scoreboard at 6-0. The Panthers
failed to make the conversion when
the ball slid through Williams’
hands on the extra point attempt.
The second and third quarters
remained scoreless for both sides as
gusts of wind up to 30 miles per
hour created sideways rain. It wasn’t
until the fourth quarter that Eastern

was able to produce another touchdown.
With a 3rd and 1 at the start of
the quarter, Taylor broke out with a
57-yard touchdown to give Eastern
a 12-0 lead. The two-point conversion attempt failed when sophomore running back Andre
Raymond was stopped one yard
short of the goal line.
On the next possession when
faced with a 3rd and 16, Taylor
rushed into the endzone for what
would have been the Panthers’ third
touchdown, but a holding penalty
brought the play back. Eastern
repeated the down with 24 yards to
go, but failed to pick up the first
down.
“I really wanted a third (touchdown),” Spoo said. “A win is a win.
That’s the most important thing.
Winning this conference is the
most important thing.”
Taylor’s 241 yards was a careerhigh, topping his 201 yards last season at Illinois State.
“That’s all the offensive line,”
Taylor said. “That’s all them. All I

did was basically run straight,
because you can’t cut. Once I did
pop through, all I had to do was run
straight and hang on to it.
“I was concentrating on not
fumbling, but I did anyways,”
Taylor said. “Sometimes I was
squeezing the ball so tight it popped
out.
But the heavy rain didn’t bother
Taylor in the end.
“My legs were tired trying to get
out of the mud,” Taylor said.
“It can rain all day, every day. It
doesn’t matter to me. I wasn’t worried about it because of my running
style. I don’t cut as fast as Andre
Raymond, so he may have had
more problems. It was probably to
my advantage.
“But I can still taste the mud in
my mouth. I’ve never played in
rain.”
Eastern’s running game relied
heavily on the line to allow for the
313 total rushing yards it acquired
against the Indians.
“Tony (Romo) was riding us the
whole game,” junior center Scott

Sholl said. “He told us in the huddle, ‘Just keep running. This is your
game. Let’s roll.’
“This was the ultimate of fun
football games – to come out and
show what the line really has to
offer. I think we came out. Despite
the rain, we did a great job.”
While the offense may have had
its fair taste of the mud, it was the
defensive line who may have had
the dirtier uniforms.
“That was my style of game,”
senior defensive tackle Brad
Metzger said. “I grew up on a farm.
It was like playing in pig s*** to me.
It was fun.”
The defense was led by senior
Nick Ricks and sophomore Fred
Miller, who combined for 17 of the
defense’s 37 tackles.
“The defense really played the
second half,” Spoo said. “Everybody
came out of it, in terms of injuries,
unscathed. That was crucial.
“We’re 3-0 in the conference
now and we get a week away from
it at Southern (Illinois). I’m pleased.
I thought we played well.”

IS GRADUATE SCHOOL IN YOUR FUTURE?
Career Services Presents:
GRADUATE SCHOOL INFORMATION DAY
Wed. Oct. 17
9:30 am - 2:30 pm
Grand Ballroom University Union
Over 40 programs will be represented!!!

Advertise
IT REALLYWILLPAYOFF

GIVE IT ATRY

345-4622
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Blue Moon Drafts $2.50

Vodka Mixers 75¢
Dart
Tournament
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CASH PRIZES

Haircuts
$5.00 off
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Men’s Soccer: Bradley 3, Panthers 2

Eastern almost knocks off ranked Bradley
Second-half surge isn’t enough as
Panthers lose to Braves in overtime
By Matt Meinheit
Staff writer

Ever since Missouri Valley
Conference play began a week ago,
Eastern’s men’s soccer team has been
as heartbreaking to watch as any.
On October 5, Eastern (4-6, 03) suffered a 2-1 defeat to
Creighton on a last-second goal.
Two days later, the Panthers took a
disappointing 4-0 loss versus Drake.
On Friday, the Panthers lost 3-2 in
overtime to No. 29 ranked Bradley
(7-4-1, 2-1).
The Braves took control early. In
the fifth minute, Bradley’s junior AllAmerican Hamid Mehreioskouel
scored his fifth goal of the year. The
Braves tacked on an insurance goal in
the 32nd minute when reserve forward Thando Dzowa netted a goal
after rebounding Mehreioskouel’s
shot.
“It was a good effort. The first
half we came out a little flat,” head
coach Adam Howarth said. “But in
the second half, we picked it up a
great deal.”
The second half was played
much like the first, except the roles
were reversed. Two minutes into the
half, Eastern’s senior forward

Derrick Perry scored his 10th goal
of the year on an assist from sophomore Julian Chang. In the 65th
minute, Eastern’s All-American
sophomore, Jason Thompson,
scored the equalizer on a free kick
for his fourth of the year.
“We needed to come out in the
first five minutes of the second half
and set the tone,” Perry said. “I got a
good ball from Julian and it turned
into the energizer that we needed.”
Eastern carried its momentum
into the overtime period and kept
the ball at Bradley’s end for most of
the five and a half minutes. But 5:27
into overtime, Eastern senior, Ben
Cox was called for a foul, giving
Bradley a penalty kick. Bradley’s
sophomore defender, Ryan Glynn,
scored off of the resulting kick for
his second game-winner of the year.
“From my angle, It was a tough
call,” Howarth said of the play. “My
general feeling is like in hockey. In
that situation the referees should
keep their whistles in their pockets
and let someone decide the game
instead of them.
“But it’s a tough call and that’s
kind of the way our season has been
– unlucky.”
Cox received a yellow card on the

Sara Figiel/Photo editor
Sophomore midfielder Julian Chang dribbles the ball upfield during a game against Western Illinois earlier this season. Chang had the assist in Derrick
Perry’s second-half goal Friday in Peoria. The Panthers lost to Bradley 3-2 in overtime.

play along with Thompson who
walked away with the ball in protest.
“I felt like the ref had my number
the whole game,” Cox said. “I felt
like I couldn’t do anything.”
Cox’s teammates felt the same
way.
“I don’t think it was justified,”
Perry said. “It was the only way that

they were going to win.”
The Panthers are able to find the
good in their tough loss.
“We really played together,” Cox
said.
“We improved vastly and we are
looking forward to getting home
and winning some games.”
Eastern will try to improve its

Panthers flubbed the pass and the
point and game should've been
given to Tennessee Tech.
But on the serve, two players
stood out of bounds to await the
ball. The Golden Eagles got out of
the serving rotation - a service
error, and Eastern received the
point to tie the game at 29-all. The
Panthers then went on to win the
game 33-31.
“You talk a lot about luck being
important in volleyball,” Eastern
volleyball coach Brenda Winkeler
said. “That was pure luck.”
Eastern struggled with defense
in the first game, but then picked
up the pace in the second and third
games. The Panthers (11-4, 6-1)

won those games 30-13 and 30-19.
Senior Rebecca Ooyen did most
of the passing for Eastern and had
a team-high 20 assists and nine
digs.
Senior Leslie Przekwas led the
offensive attack with 14 kills and a
.579 attack percentage. Carrie
Stevens continued her recent dominant play with 12 kills.
“Before this week, Carrie had
been struggling a bit,” Winkeler
said. “But all you've got to do is talk
to her about it, and somehow she
can just turn a switch and is back at
it.
“Earlier this year, we told her we
might replace her in the back
because we need defense, then she

luck this weekend, when they come
home to play Evansville and
Southwest Missouri.
“Four of our next six games are at
home,” Perry said. “We feel that
when we are at home we can beat
anyone. We can still finish 6-3 in
the MVC and be one of the top four
teams in the conference.”

Volleyball: Panthers 3, Tennessee Tech 0

Pair of easy wins
Volleyball team sweeps TSU, TTU
By Nate Bloomquist
Staff writer

The Eastern volleyball team got
a chance to try some new things
this weekend against a pair of
teams that are in the bottom tier of
the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Panthers routed Tennessee
Tech on Saturday in a 3-0 tilt. On
Friday it was more of the same in a

3-0 decision against Tennessee
State. The Tigers have not won an
OVC match in more than two
years and are 0-7 in the league so
far this season.
The Golden Eagles (4-9, 1-6 in
the OVC) nearly took a game away
from the Panthers. In Game 1,
Eastern and Tech battled back and
forth, until the Golden Eagles took
a 29-28 lead. On the serve, the

got defensive player of the week.
She's had really two fantastic
matches. We've worked a lot with
the setters on getting the ball to her
at the right time.”
With the wins, Eastern
improves to 8-1 on the road. The
Panthers return to Lantz Arena
Friday against Murray State.
“It's the opposite of last year for
us,” Winkeler said.
“This time last year, we were at
our lowest point in the season after
we lost two matches in a row on the
road. I really can't say enough about
how much the eight days off we
had really helped us. We're a different team than we were before the
time off.”
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PHI SIGMA PI,,, AND,,,DELTA SIGMA PI
TOGETHER AGAIN!!!
EIU HOMECOMING WILL NEVER BE THE SAME

(It’s kind of like chocolate and almonds or chocolate and coconuts...)
CAUSE’ SOMETIMES YOU FEEL LIKE A NUT...
AND SOMETIMES YOU DON’T!!!

Thank you to all who helped make homecoming great!!!
How sweet is was...How sweet it was (better late than never)
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Attention

all RSO Homecoming
Representatives:
Wrap-up Meeting
9:30 p.m. Arcola/Tuscola Rm.
Questions??? Call 5117
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Extra Innings

Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
e-mail: cubrr2@pen.eiu.edu

OK, so don’t
give me the
gold star

R

emember those stupid
intelligence tests we all
had to take in school
growing up. Questions
like, which of the following groups
of words match the given word best:
1. Homecoming
A. Bricks, roof, windows, doors
B. Walking, running, moving, jogging
C. Sun, football, beer, fans
D. Typhoon, mud-wrestling, beer,
a few fans
The answer, this year at least, was
definitely D. If you took a third grader to Saturday’s Mud Bowl at
O’Brien Stadium, they surely wouldn’t have missed that question. I mean
it’s a no-brainer. A is talking about a
home, B is talking about coming or
going somewhere, C is obviously
talking about an experience that was a
whole lot cooler than Saturday, so
that leaves D – a bunch of college students drowning in beer and rain.
In all honesty, though, Saturday
really wasn’t that bad. Yeah, sure, we
all want perfect weather for the perfect Homecoming win, but we didn’t
get it. Heck, in a game that crazy, we
were lucky to get the win.
Yeah, I know what you’re saying:
Well, Ruthhart, maybe if you were in
the stands like the rest of us you’d
know. Oh, but I was.
For a rare instance, I got to attend
the game as Joe College. I didn’t stay
dry in the confines of O’Brien
Stadium’s wonderful press box.
Instead, I drank, tailgated, drank
some more and then battled the
monsoon conditions in the stands like
everyone else.
Of course, with my luck, the one
game where I got to sit in the stands
is the one game where Hurricane
Charleston rolled in. When the rains
began before the game, tailgaters let
out a drunken cheer. But after about
10 minutes, the torrential downpour
got old real fast.
The majority of tailgaters went
home instead of going to the game. I
don’t blame them. The conditions
were absolutely ridiculous. Gusting
winds created a sideways rain that
pelted everyone in attendance.
If you were smart, you sat on the
left side of your friend at the game
and made them get the worst of it.
See RUTHHART Page 10
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Football: Panthers 12, Southeast Missouri State 0

Wet ‘n wild
Panther win
Despite torrential downpour, Eastern
pulls out Homecoming win over SEMO
By Kristin Rojek

Associate sports editor

The torrential rain throughout
the two and a half hour game created a mud bath on the football field
in Eastern’s Homecoming game
against
Southeast
Missouri
Saturday.
Despite the muddy conditions,
Eastern (4-1, 3-0) upheld its perfect conference record with a 12-0
win over Southeast Missouri (3-4,
1-2).

“It was a nice win for us,” head
coach Bob Spoo said. “Maybe the
weather was our ally today.
“I never played or coached in a
game with constant rain before.”
Eastern may have pulled off a
win in the downpour, but it didn’t
come without a few adjustments on
the field. The soaked grass was torn
into a muddy slip-n-slide and the
ball was constantly covered by a fine
coating of mud.
The conditions resulted in an
array of bizarre plays. Senior holder

Amanda Douglass/Senior photographer

Senior strong safety Corey Lewis and junior strong safety Roosevelt
Williams help gang tackle a SEMO opponent in Saturday s 12-0 win.
John Williams had snaps slip
through his hands on an extrapoint and field goal attempt. Senior
kicker/punter Bill Besenhofer was
forced to switch legs and make a
left-footed punt to keep his kick
from being blocked.
The Panthers were penalized 10
times for 94 yards. They fumbled
the ball seven times, three of which
they were unable to recover. But the

most unusual statistics of the game
belonged to junior quarterback
Tony Romo.
The nation’s No. 2 efficiency
passer didn’t throw a single pass
throughout the entire game, leaving
the workload to running back J.R.
Taylor. The junior ran for 241 yards
on 37 carries.
See WET Page 10

Women’s soccer: Panthers 2, Murray State 1

Excitement turns to disappointment
After home win over
Racers,Panthers drop
road game at Illinois St.
By Matt Williams
Staff Writer

What started as a promising
weekend for Eastern’s women’s
soccer team on Friday turned into
a big disappointment Sunday.
After their 2-1 double overtime victory against Murray State,
the Panthers were shutout 3-0
against Illinois Sate on Sunday.
On Friday, Eastern (9-3,1-1)
needed to beat Murray State (6-6,
0-1) to remain in the hunt for the
OVC championship. Both teams
missed scoring opportunities early
to keep the game tied at zero.
The Panthers’ biggest opportunity came halfway through the
first half when junior midfielder
Cara LeMaster was taken down
in the box by a Racer defender.
Senior midfielder/defender
Devon Bissell stepped up to take
the penalty kick and sent the ball
wide left.
“The first 20 minutes we failed
to finish,” head coach Steve
Ballard said. “We let them stay in
the game and it became a war.”
Eastern thought it had the first
goal of the game with 20 minutes
left in the second half, but it was
taken back on an offsides call.
The Panthers managed to get
on the scoreboard with just six
minutes left in the game when
LeMaster beat several Murray
State defenders and took a shot
from 25 yards out that got over
the Racer goalkeeper.

Kate Mitchell/Associate Photo editor

Freshman midfielder/forward Sara Johnson tries to slide tackle Murray State s Jill Hawanchak during the
Panthers 2-1 double overtime win Friday. Eastern dropped Saturday s game at Illinois State, 3-0.
Murray State refused to give
up. One minute later they scored
on a shot by Brooke Lencki that
beat freshman goalkeeper Lindsay
Dechert.
“This was a bad mistake by the
goalkeeper,” Ballard said. “We as a
team need to finish at both ends.”
At the end of regulation the
score was tied 1-1. The teams
were unable to score in the first
fifteen minute overtime period.
Six minutes into the second over-

time, Eastern ended the game
with a goal from freshman
defender Audra Frericks on a corner kick from Bissell.
“I didn’t know the ball went in
until my teamates started cheering and rushing at me,” Frericks
said.
“This was a major win,”
Ballard said. “This keeps us in the
conference battle.”
The excitement turned into
disappointment when the team

traveled to Illinois State on
Sunday. Eastern was outshot 27-5
en route to a 3-0 shutout loss.The
Redbirds (9-3) were led with two
goals by junior Annie Wayland,
giving her a season total of 12.
“We got beat by a better team,”
Ballard said. “We just have to look
on to our next conference games
this weekend.”
Eastern travels to Tennessee
Tech on Friday and Tennessee
Martin on Sunday.

